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ABSTRACT In this paper, a three-dimensional finite-element formulation for the multiferroic
composite is developed and implemented into the commercial software ABAQUS for its transient
analysis. First, a special three-dimensional eight-node solid element is designed to handle the
multiferroic composite made of elastic, piezoelectric, and piezomagnetic materials. Second, a user-
defined subroutine for this newly developed element is implemented into ABAQUS. Finally, the
transient responses of a bi-layered multiferroic composite are calculated by using the direct time
integration method. Two typical magnetic potential signals, Gauss and Ricker pulses, are applied
to the composite with various time durations of excitation. The induced electric field shows that
the transient response can be substantially influenced by the input signal, which could be tuned
for the strongest electric output.

KEY WORDS transient response, multiferroic, piezoelectric, piezomagnetic, composite, finite el-
ement

I. INTRODUCTION
Multiferroic composites have been intensively studied in recent years. Many theoretical[1–8] and

numerical[9–12] analyseswere carried out under static deformation. While these results are very important
in static and/or low-frequency applications and are further essential to understand the coupling features
among the elastic, electric and magnetic phases, most real devices operate under dynamic and even
transient conditions. For instance, the piezoelectric transducers[13], sensors[14] and actuators[15], and
the magnetoelectric effects in multiferroic composites[16,17] are all based on the dynamic motion of
the structures in the form of either mechanical vibrations or time-dependent electric/magnetic fields.
Furthermore, dynamic analysis is also necessary to unearth the intrinsic characteristics of the multiferroic
composites, and the resonance frequency of the multiferroic composite can actually be utilized to enhance
the magnetoelectric effect of the structures[18–21], which can be potentially embedded to MEMS devices.

Under transient/dynamic conditions, some theoretical/numerical studies on multiferroic composites
were carried out. Hou and Leung[22] and Wang and Ding[23] derived and analyzed the transient response
of a multiferroic hollow cylinder under axis-symmetric plane-strain deformation. Daga et al.[24–26]

developed a dynamic finite element code for the simulation of multiferroic cylinders and beams. Biju
et al.[27] further applied Daga’s two-dimensional code[26] to study the response of a sensor bonded to
a multiferroic cylindrical shell.
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While the previous static and transient/dynamic analyses are important to our understanding of
the multiferroic composites, they are limited to simple geometries under ideal conditions. Therefore,
it is necessary to develop a numerical model that is more flexible and can be applied to the actual
device analysis. As the first step towards this goal, we extend, in this article, our previously designed
three-dimensional (3D) finite elements (FEs) for multiferroic composites[12] from static to dynamic
analysis. The new FEs are coded and implemented into the commercial software ABAQUS[28]. The
direct integration method, namely the Hilber-Hughes-Taylor method[29], is utilized to carry out the
time-domain integration. Two kinds of transient magnetic potential excitations, Gauss and Ricker
pulses, are applied as input to a bi-layered multiferroic composite made of a piezoelectric (PE) and
piezomagnetic (PM) layer. The induced transient electric responses are calculated and analyzed along
with the natural frequencies of the composite.

II. THREE-DIMENSIONAL FE FORMULATION
We discrete the multiferroic composite plate with three-dimensional eight-node solid elements where

there are five degrees of freedom (DOFs) at each node. The extended displacement vector ui at node
i is defined as

ui =
{

u v w φ ψ
}T

i
(1)

where u, v, and w are the elastic displacements along the x-, y- and z-directions respectively, and φ

and ψ are the electric and magnetic potentials at node i. Then the global displacement vector of the
entire plate discretized with a total of n nodes is expressed as

u =
{

u1 u2 · · · ui · · · un

}T
(2)

Similar to the purely elastic case, the dynamical equations of the nodal motions for the multiferroic
composite plate can be written as

Mü(t) + Λu̇(t) + Ku(t) = P (t) (3)

where Λ is the global damping matrix to be discussed later on; P (t) is the global load vector as a
function of time t; M and K are the global mass and stiffness matrices, respectively, assembled from
their corresponding element mass matrix M e and stiffness matrix Ke. By letting N be the shape
function matrix of the eight-node element, the extended element mass and stiffness matrices can be
expressed as the following volumetric integration over the element volume Ve as

Me =

∫
Ve

NTρNdV, Ke =

∫
Ve

BTDBdV (4)

where ρ and D are the extended material density and material stiffness matrices, and B is the extended
strain-gradient matrix to be defined later on. The extended density matrix ρ is

ρ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρ

ρ 0
ρ

0 0
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5)

with ρ being the density of the material within the element.
For an anisotropic multiferroic material, the extended constitutive equation can be expressed as

⎧⎨
⎩

σ

d

b

⎫⎬
⎭ = D

⎧⎨
⎩

γ

−E

−H

⎫⎬
⎭ (6)

with the extended material stiffness matrix D being defined as

D =

⎡
⎣ C e q

eT
−ε −α

qT
−αT

−µ

⎤
⎦ (7)
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In Eq.(6), σ, d and b are the vectors of the elastic stress, electric displacement and magnetic induction;
γ, E and H are the vectors of the elastic strain, electric field and magnetic field. In the extended material
stiffness matrix expression (7), C, e, q, ε, α, µ are the matrices of the elastic stiffness, piezoelectric,
piezomagnetic, electric permittivity, magnetoelectric coupling, and magnetic permeability coefficients,
respectively. For a layered multiferroic composite made of PE and PM layers, the extended material
stiffness matrix Eq.(7) is, respectively, simplified to

DPE =

⎡
⎣ C e 0

eT
−ε 0

0 0 −µ

⎤
⎦ , DPM =

⎡
⎣ C 0 q

0 −ε 0

qT
0 −µ

⎤
⎦ (8)

The extended element strain matrix B is derived using the following extended deformation and
strain relations

γ =

{
∂u

∂x

∂v

∂y

∂w

∂z

∂v

∂z
+

∂w

∂y

∂u

∂z
+

∂w

∂x

∂u

∂y
+

∂v

∂x

}T

E = −

{
∂φ

∂x

∂φ

∂y

∂φ

∂z

}T

, H = −

{
∂ψ

∂x

∂ψ

∂y

∂ψ

∂z

}T (9)

Expressing the matrix B as

B =
[
B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8

]
(10)

we find that, in terms of the shape functions Ni, its node associated components are (i = 1, 8)

Bi =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∂Ni

∂x
0 0 0

∂Ni

∂z

∂Ni

∂y
0 0 0 0 0 0

0
∂Ni

∂y
0

∂Ni

∂z
0

∂Ni

∂x
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0
∂Ni

∂z

∂Ni

∂y

∂Ni

∂x
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
∂Ni

∂x

∂Ni

∂y

∂Ni

∂z
0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
∂Ni

∂x

∂Ni

∂y

∂Ni

∂z

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

T

(11)
If we assume that the elements are isoparametric, the space coordinates as well as all physical quantities
can be approximated by the same set of shape functions. For the 8-node brick element, the shape function
at node i in the intrinsic coordinates (ξ,η,ζ) can be expressed as

Ni =
1

8
(1 + ξiξ)(1 + ηiη)(1 + ζiζ) (i = 1, . . . , 8) (12)

Thus, by applying the Gauss quadrature to the volumetric integration involved, the extended element
mass and stiffness matrices can be evaluated element by element. By further assembling these elements
together, the global matrices M and Kof the composite plate can be obtained.

Considering a proportional damping in the plate, the global damping matrix Λ in Eq.(3) can be
expressed as a linear combination of the global matrices M and K in the form

Λ = αM + βK (13)

where α and β are the Rayleigh damping coefficients depending on the material and structure of the
problem, respectively. Their values will be discussed and given in numerical examples later on.

Therefore, all the coefficient matrices are determined in the dynamic equation (3). Then we can input
our user-defined subroutines based on the above FE formula into the commercial software ABAQUS
to solve both the dynamic and transient responses of the composite plate. In particular, the Lanczos
method is applied to extract the eigenfrequencies and the implicit Hilber-Hughes-Taylor operator is
employed for the time-domain integration in transient analysis.
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III. NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND TRANSIENT RESPONSES
Shown in Fig.1 is a bi-layered multiferroic composite plate. Its top layer is PE material PZT-5A

and bottom layer is PM material CoFe2O4. The two layers are assumed to be well bonded together.
In other words, the displacement and traction vectors, the z-components of the electric displacement
and magnetic induction are all continuous along the interface of the two layers. The polarizations of
both materials are along the z-direction, with their material properties being listed in Table 1. The
geometry of the bi-layered plate is: Lx = 16 mm, Ly = 6.4 mm, te = tm = 1 mm. The composite
plate is discretized with a total of 10000 brick elements by using our newly designed solid multiferroic
elements. This discretization corresponds to the mesh grids nx = 50, ny = 20 and nz = 5 for both PE
and PM layers. Numerical results presented below are based on this mesh size, with a relative error less
than 5%. For each time step, it requires roughly 140 s to run the program on a Dell desktop computer
with 2.4 GHz CPU and 3 GB memory. We further mention that for the corresponding piezoelectric
and purely elastic cases, our numerical solutions reduce exactly to those from ANSYS.

Themechanical translation and rotationDOFs (i.e., the rigid-bodymotions) of the composite plate are
constrained at the three corners on the bottom surface: For the point with (x, y, z) = (0, 0, −tm) (Fig.1)
the mechanical boundary condition (MBC) isu = v = w = 0; for the pointwith (x, y, z) = (Lx, 0, −tm),
the MBC is v = w = 0; for the point with (x, y, z) = (0, Ly, −tm), the MBC is w = 0. The magnetic
potential at the bottom surface is set to zero and a dynamic magnetic potential is applied at the interface
of the bi-layered plate. Thus a dynamic magnetic field along the z-direction is produced between the
two surfaces of the PM layer. A dynamic electric field will be induced along the z-direction in the PE
layer. By assuming that the electric potential at the interface is zero, a dynamic voltage response can
be calculated on the top surface of the PE layer.

Fig. 1. A bi-layered PE/PM multiferroic composite plate: geometry in (a), the electric and magnetic boundary conditions
with the applied dynamic magnetic field Hz(t) in (b). This magnetic field is calculated from the applied magnetic potentials
on the two surfaces of the PM layer.

Before carrying out the transient response of the bi-layered composite, we first investigate its nat-
ural frequencies. By employing the ABAQUS Lanczos eigensolver, the characteristic equations of the
composite plate are extracted for the natural frequencies. The first 7 natural frequencies are listed in
Table 2. These natural frequencies will be used to determine the Rayleigh damping coefficients α and
β in Eq.(13). It can be seen that, for the given geometry and material properties of the composite, its
natural frequencies are very low, with its fundamental one being 7810 Hz.

In order to simulate the transient response of the multiferroic plate, the system damping needs to
be considered. Similar to the analysis of elastic and piezoelectric systems[30], we adopt the Rayleigh
damping for the current structure with the damping matrix being expressed as a linear combination
of the mass and stiffness matrices as in Eq.(13). Furthermore, the Rayleigh damping coefficients α and
β in Eq.(13) are determined approximately in the given range of two different natural frequencies ω1

and ω2 by[31]

{
α

β

}
=

⎡
⎢⎣

1

2ω1

ω1

2
1

2ω2

ω2

2

⎤
⎥⎦
−1 {

ξ1

ξ2

}
(14)
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Table 1. Material properties of PZT-5A (PZT) and CoFe2O4(CFO)[12](Cij : elastic constants in GPa; eij : piezoelectric coeffi-
cients in N/(Vm); qij : piezomagnetic coefficients in N/(Am); εij : permittivity coefficients in 10−8 C/(Vm); µij : permeability
coefficients in 10−6 Wb/(Am); and ρ: density in 103 kgm−3)

PZT CFO PZT CFO

C11 99.201 286 e51 12.332 0
C12 54.016 173 q13 0 580.3
C13 50.778 170.5 q23 0 580.3
C22 99.201 286 q33 0 699.7
C23 50.778 170.5 q42 0 550
C33 86.856 269.5 q51 0 550
C44 21.1 45.3 ε11 1.53 –
C55 21.1 45.3 ε22 1.53 –
C66 22.593 56.5 ε33 1.5 –
e13 −7.209 0 µ11 – 590
e23 −7.209 0 µ22 – 590
e33 15.118 0 µ33 – 157
e42 12.332 0 ρ 5.3 5.7

Table 2. The first seven natural frequencies of the multiferroic composite plate

Mode No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Natural frequency fi (Hz) 7810 9934 16183 19018 24617 31160 48238

where, ξ1 and ξ2 are the corresponding modal damping ratios. In this study, they are assumed to be
0.05 and 0.03, respectively.

As numerical examples, the transient response of the multiferroic composite under a magnetic field
excitation is analyzed. As described in the previous section, the magnetic potential at the bottom surface
is assumed to be zero, and a short-term magnetic potential ψ(or signal) is applied at the interface of
the bi-layered plate. We consider two kinds of input magnetic potential signals given by

ψG(t) = A0e
−(10ct−t0)

2/2 (15)

ψR(t) = A0[1− (10ct− t0)
2]e−(10ct−t0)

2/2 (16)

where, A0, t0 and c are the impulse function parameters. While Eq.(15) is the Gauss pulse (the signal
function is a Gauss function of time), Eq.(16) is the Ricker pulse.

Both excitations are typical input impulse functions used in transient analysis. They are short-term
pulse with time duration less than millisecond in our examples. By changing the parameters t0 and c,
various shapes of input signals can be obtained. For instance, Figs.2(a) and 2(b) show, respectively,

Fig. 2. Input magnetic potentials as Gauss (a) and Ricker (b) functions of time applied on the interface of the bi-layered
plate for three different time durations. The horizontal time axis is not equally scaled.
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the Gauss and Ricker input signals considered in this study. For both signal functions, we vary c as
1000/s, 5000/s and 10000/s while fixing t0 at 5. It is clearly observed from these figures that a large c

corresponds to a short-time excitation. Note that the time scale for different signals in Figs.2(a) and
2(b) is not uniform. The peak amplitude of the magnetic potential signal in Eqs.(15) and (16) is chosen
as A0 = 0.1 A in order to restrain our study in the linear range where the magnetic permeability
coefficients can be assumed to be constant[5,12].

By applying the above magnetic potentials to the interface of the bi-layered plate while fixing the
magnetic potential on the bottom surface of the PM layer at zero (Fig.1), the electric potential on the top
surface of the PE layer can be solved. Note that at different nodes on the top surface, the induced voltage
response will be different. Figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) show the induced electric potential at the center of
the PE surface, respectively, for parameter c = 1000/s, 5000/s and 10000/s. The following features are
observed from these figures: (1) For c = 1000/s, the induced time-dependent voltage curves are similar in
shape to their corresponding input magnetic Gauss and Ricker pulses, and these responses immediately
vanish after the excitation is removed. For c = 5000/s and c = 10000/s, the induced voltage-time curves
have obviously different shapes to the input magnetic pulse, and the induced voltage curve still oscillate
away from zero after the input signal is removed. (2) With increasing c (c = 1000/s, 5000/s and 10000/s),
the peak magnitude of the induced voltage increases. This is expected since excitations with different
time durations, even though their amplitudes are the same, would always induce different responses in
the structure. (3) It is further noted that even for a relatively slow impulse (c = 1000/s), the induced
voltage possesses a peak magnitude slightly higher than the corresponding static case[12]. (4) For both
c = 5000/s and c = 10000/s, the voltage response of the Ricker pulse has a higher amplitude than that

Fig. 3. Transient voltage response at the center on the top surface of the PE layer induced by the dynamic magnetic field
in both Gauss and Ricker variations applied to the PM layer with a time duration t = 0.001 s (a), t = 0.0002 s (b) and

t = 0.0001 s (c), respectively (i.e., corresponds to c = 1000/s, 5000/s, and 10000/s, respectively).
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Fig. 4. Transient voltage response at the corner (x, y, z) = (Lx, Ly, te) on the top surface of the PE layer induced by the
dynamic magnetic field in both Gauss and Ricker variations applied to the PM layer with a time duration t = 0.001 s (a),
t = 0.0002 s (b) and t = 0.0001 s (c), respectively (i.e., corresponds to c = 1000/s, 5000/s, and 10000/s, respectively).

of the Gauss pulse. These features could be very useful for optimal tuning of the electric output of the
multiferroic composite.

Figures 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c) show the induced electric potential at one of the corners (x, y, z) =
(Lx, Ly, te) in Fig.1 on the surface of the PE layer, respectively, for c = 1000/s, 5000/s and 10000/s.
Compared to Fig.3, it is clear that the voltage response at the corner is very similar to that at the
center of the surface of the PE layer. However, at the corner, the voltage magnitude is much smaller, a
feature similar to the corresponding static case[12]. It is also noted that for c = 5000/s and c = 10000/s,
the time duration of the surface electric response at the corner is much shorter than that at the center.
Furthermore, in contrast to the response at the center where a different c corresponds to a different
amplitude, the peak values at the corner for the three different c are nearly the same.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
We developed a three-dimensional finite-element formulation for the multiferroic composite and

implemented it into the commercial softwareABAQUS for transient analyses of the composite.Numerical
examples are carried out for two typical magnetic potential signals, Gauss and Ricker pulses, with various
time durations of excitation, applied to a bi-layered multiferroic composite. It is found that the induced
electric field could be substantially altered by the input signal, an interesting feature which could serve
as a new avenue for optimal tuning of the electric output.
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